We use Dissipative Particle Dynamics simulations, combined with parallel tempering and umbrella sampling, to investigate the potential of mean force between model transmembrane peptides in the various phases of a lipid bilayer, including the low-temperature gel phase. The observed oscillations in the effective interaction between peptides are consistent with the different structures of the surrounding lipid phases.
Introduction
A cell membrane is a complex structure whose dynamic and structural properties extend over many length-and time-scales. A key element of the membrane is a flexible bilayer: a self-assembled structure consisting of a large number of types of lipid, of which the phospholipids are the most abundant type. Proteins comprise the second most commonly found component in the membrane, embedded in the lipid bilayer, or attached to its surface, thus affecting the morphology and properties. Our interest in this paper lies in integral membrane proteins containing a well-defined hydrophobic transmembrane section, which spans the double layer. One of the functions of such proteins is to form a passage for charged and polar molecules across cell membranes. Frequently, a pore is formed by aggregation of a small number of protein monomers, and so the interactions between proteins are of great interest [1, 2] . Different proteins interact differently with each other and with lipids. Their mutual interactions can be direct or mediated through the lipids in the membrane [3] , and this latter effect is the subject of this paper.
The membrane is stabilized through the usual atomic and molecular interactions (electrostatic, van der Waals, and hydrogen bond interactions), but the main force affecting the structure and the dynamics of proteins within membranes is the hydrophobic mismatch [4] . Transmembrane proteins typically consist of a hydrophobic part (for example, an α-helix or β-barrel) capped at both ends by hydrophilic head groups. When a protein is embedded in a lipid bilayer, the bilayer hydrophobic thickness and the hydrophobic length of the protein may or may not match; this affects the structure of the membrane locally around the protein in terms of the thickness of the bilayer. The energy cost of exposing the hydrophobic part of the protein is so high that the hydrophobic effect can force a protein to tilt, bend, or even change its structure to avoid water. A range of experimental and theoretical techniques are in current use to improve our understanding of these effects [5] .
The lipid bilayer can be in one of many phases, according to its temperature, pressure, and the types of lipid of which it consists. Naturally, in living cells, under ambient conditions, they are in a fluid, or liquid crystalline (L α ) phase where their tails are disordered and the molecules are highly mobile.
At lower temperatures, a ripple phase (P β ) may be observed, depending on the type of lipids present in the bilayer. The ripple phase has long-wavelength undulations of the bilayer and swelling in the membrane. The lipid tails are somewhat more ordered than in the L α phase, and tilted with respect to the bilayer normal. At even lower temperatures, a tilted gel phase (L β ) is observed, or, for lipids with smaller head groups, an untilted gel phase (L β ). In the gel, the lipid tails still show some residual disorder, and the dynamics is very sluggish. Finally, at still lower temperatures, a sub-gel phase (L c ) may be observed. This phase is characterized by tilted lipid tails with respect to the bilayer normal; the tails are highly ordered, adopting an all-trans zig-zag chain structure characteristic of crystalline alkanes.
In most cases, membrane proteins span the membrane as hydrophobic α-helices. Experimentally, it is very convenient to study the transmembrane section in isolation. WALP23 is a synthetic membrane peptide (a small model protein) that takes an α-helical conformation. It belongs to a family of proteins possessing a core of alternating hydrophobic leucine and alanine residues, with hydrophilic tryptophan ends. Using atomic force microscopy (AFM), de Kruijff observed the surface organization and hexagonal packing of WALP23 peptides in the gel phase of a dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) lipid bilayer [6] . Atomic force microscopy shows that the presence of the peptides in a supported bilayer of DPPC affects the morphology of the membrane. This article is part of an effort to understand and simulate a model of the packing of WALP23 peptides and their interactions in all phases of DPPC lipid bilayers. Our strategy is to calculate the potential of mean force (PMF) as a function of the temperature and the separation distance between the two peptides, by computer simulation. The PMF is an important concept and tool in the study of liquids and complex molecular systems [7] . Here, it measures the propensity of the peptides to attract or repel each other, including all the averaged effects of the surrounding and interposed lipids.
Simulation has been a major theoretical tool for studying the structure and the dynamics of biomembranes for at least thirty years [8] . Several recent reviews [9] [10] [11] give an excellent introduction to the field. Atomistic simulations are, in principle, capable of calculating all the properties and effects in membranes at all length-and time-scales [12] . When combined with experiment, they have shed some light on the various features affecting membrane-mediated protein interactions [13] . However, in practice, for membranes in water, with tens of thousands of degrees of freedom, these simulations are very slow. Such detailed molecular modelling can be restricted in sampling (due to limits of computer power) even when combined with special techniques [14, 15] . This problem becomes especially acute in the lower-temperature phases, where the molecular mobility is very low, and it is difficult to effectively sample an equilibrium ensemble in a reasonable time. Many of these degrees of freedom might not be relevant, and integrating them out results in a substantial saving of simulation time. The resulting, coarse-grained, model can advance much faster in time, allowing the study of much slower, or larger-scale, processes [16] . Simulations of lipid membranes using extremely coarse-grained models, in which each particle represents many atoms, are much more efficient [10, 17, 18] and have given considerable insight into the interaction between embedded proteins [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] .
We follow this highly-coarse-grained approach in this paper, and in particular we demonstrate that it is possible to obtain information about the membrane-mediated interactions between peptides, even in the highly challenging gel phase. In section 2 we describe the model and the simulation methods that we employ. We present our results in section 4, and conclusions in section 5.
Simulation Model
In this work, we use a mesoscale model pioneered, in the context of lipid simulations, by Smit and co-workers [10] , based on the interaction potentials used in dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) simulations [24] . Each particle or bead represents a group of atoms or molecules (typically one bead for three or four molecules in the case of water). To mimic the effects of the degrees of freedom that are sacrificed during the coarse-graining process, a dissipative force f D and a random force f R are introduced into the equations of motion of the system, besides the conservative forces already present between beads.
The total force f i on any bead i at any time is the collective sum of these forces,
The first two terms are intramolecular interactions, respectively due to bondstretching and bond-bending potentials. The remaining sum, the non-bonded interactions, is taken over all neighbouring beads j = i whose distance r ij = r ij = r i − r j from i lies within a cutoff distance r ij ≤ r cut . As is conventional, we shall use this distance as a unit of length r cut = 1 in everything that follows.
The interactions between beads within a molecule, due to bond-stretching Φ S and bond-bending Φ B potentials, take the forms
Here, the sums are over bonded pairs ij and triplets ijk in the molecular structure, r ij is defined above, and the angle θ ijk is defined by cos θ ijk = r ij ·r jk , where the hat denotes a unit vectorr = r/r. Each of these potentials is specified by two parameters: a characteristic spring constant (κ S , κ B ), and an equilibrium value (r S , θ B ) at which the potential has its minimum. The corresponding forces are derived as usual:
where
∇ i represents the gradient with respect to the coordinates r i .
The nonbonded part of the conservative force models the hydrophobic and hydrophilic interactions, and is given by the completely repulsive form
which leads to pairwise forces
Here a ij is the maximum repulsion strength, and the weight function w(r) is defined to vanish at the cutoff distance r cut = 1. In our models, all the cutoff distances are chosen to be equal, i.e. all the beads are effectively the same size. Different species are differentiated by the values of a ij .
Together, the terms Φ = Φ S +Φ B +Φ C constitute the potential energy part of the hamiltonian, which defines the equilibrium configurational distribution function in the canonical ensemble at temperature T , namely the Boltzmann
) and random (f R ij ) forces preserve this distribution, and are fully described elsewhere [24, 25] .
We adopt here the model of Venturoli and co-workers [26] which is a realization of DPD for the cell membrane to analyze a bilayer of DPPC lipids with embedded WALP23 peptides, in water. Five types of DPD beads are used: water w, lipid head h, lipid tail t, peptide end p, and peptide internal bead q. A water bead represents approximately three water molecules; we adhere to the convention that water beads interact with a repulsion a ww = 25, which defines the overall energy scale, such that a temperature k B T = 1 corresponds to ambient conditions [24] . (In the following, Boltzmann's constant k B is set equal to unity). The repulsion parameters between the different bead types are listed in Table 1 , and they are mainly taken from Ref. [26] . The exception is the repulsion between the protein hydrophobic groups and water, which we choose to set equal to the repulsion between the lipid tail groups and water. The DPPC lipid is represented by three hydrophilic head beads (h) and two tails each consisting of six hydrophobic beads (t), the h 3 (t 6 ) 2 model of Kranenburg and Smit [17] . The lipid beads are connected by bonds of spring constant κ S = 100 and an equilibrium distance of r S = 0.7. Beside these bond-stretching terms, the lipid tails possess bending elasticity that is modelled by a spring constant of κ B = 6 and an equilibrium angle of θ B = 0
• for successive bonds along each tail. In addition there is a bending potential with κ B = 6 and θ B = 90
• at each head-tail junction.
WALP23 is an α-helical synthetic peptide with a radius of 2.3Å, each turn of which contains 3.6 side groups, and contributes 5.4Å to the length.
Its total length is 34.5Å, of which the hydrophobic part is 31.5Å [27] . Based 
Methods
To study the behavior of the membrane over a range of temperatures,
we use the technique known as parallel tempering or replica exchange sampling [28] . The simulations are conducted in cuboidal periodic boundary conditions, with the bilayer spanning the xy-plane. To ensure that the membrane is maintained in a state of zero tension, we also regularly apply Monte Carlo moves which change the cross-sectional area of the simulation box, while keeping the volume fixed [10] .
To calculate the potential of mean force (PMF) of a pair of peptides within the membrane, the above techniques are combined with umbrella sampling of the peptide separation. A biasing potential is applied linking the centres of the peptides, r A and r B :
with r AB = r A − r B . This restricts the statistical distribution of the separation r AB to a range (dictated by the spring constant κ U ) around the chosen value r U , resulting in efficient sampling in that region. Many values of r U are investigated independently in the desired range of separations. We found that a value of κ U = 50 and a spacing between successive values of ∆r U = 0.1 gave a satisfactory overlap of the distributions. To be clear: for each value of r U a complete set of parallel tempering simulations was carried out, to
give well-sampled simulation results at each temperature, under the influence of the biasing potential. All the results for each temperature were then combined: the biasing distribution was removed, and the PMF (along with other properties) determined, using the weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM) [19, 30] . This calculates the optimum distribution over the whole range by calculating a weight for each individual biased simulation, so as to minimize the overall statistical errors in the combination process.
Several bilayer properties are measured in the simulation. The bilayer hydrophobic thickness d L is defined as the distance, normal to the bilayer, between the average positions of lipid head groups in the two monolayers.
For this purpose, we use the third head bead (closest to the tails) to represent the head group. The area per lipid A L is the total cross-sectional area of the simulation box divided by half the number of lipids. The lipid tail order can be defined in terms of the angle between the lipid tail and the bilayer normal θ as
A value of 1 corresponds to perfect alignment with the normal, 0 to random orientation in three dimensions, and −0.5 to random orientation in the plane of the bilayer. The tilt angle χ tilt of the WALP23 peptide is defined by averaging the cosine of the angle χ between the peptide axis and the bilayer normal cos χ tilt = cos χ .
The effect of the peptide on the bilayer can be measured as a change of lipid bilayer thickness as a function of distance in the plane. This is accumulated in the simulation as a histogram, in a series of concentric circles centered on the peptide position; since the peptide can be tilted, the two lipid monolayers are treated separately in this analysis.
Results and Discussion
As a preliminary check, the DPPC lipid bilayer was simulated with 219 lipid molecules and 6657 water beads. The initial simulation box size was 
The configurations from these runs were modified by inserting two WALP23 peptides into the lipid bilayer at various separations; subsequent runs employed 207 lipid molecules and 7207 water beads, with the same overall density as before. The umbrella potential described in section 3 was applied, with the center-center separation parameter chosen at intervals ∆r U = 0.1 up to a maximum of half the box length. For each separation, 64 replicas of the system covering the same temperature range as before, were simulated at zero surface tension and constant density for 2 × 10 6 time steps of ∆t = 0.05; a multiple-timestep integration algorithm with four sub-steps δt = 0.0125 [33] was employed for the bond stretching and bending degrees of freedom.
The lipid bilayer properties are again shown in Figure 1 , and phase tran- 
Snapshots of the peptides in the four different lipid bilayer phases are shown in Fig. 2 .
The tilt angle χ tilt , with respect to the lipid bilayer normal, of one of the WALP23 peptides is shown in Figure 3 . We see very little systematic dependence on peptide separation, so the results in the main graph are av- The main target of the present paper is the potential of mean force (PMF).
As described before, we used WHAM to combine the different histograms from different separation windows at each temperature, giving an overall probability distribution for the peptide separation, and hence the free energy. The resulting PMF is shown as a function of peptide separation and temperature in Figure 5 . Slices through the surface at selected temperatures are shown in Figure 6 . This is broadly in accord with the phase transitions in the lipid bilayer; in particular the low-temperature phases show a significant medium-range lipid-induced structure. There is a significantly oscillatory structure to the PMF in all phases, due to the packing of lipid molecules in between the peptides. These oscillations are of longer range in the lower temperature phases.
Conclusions
The aim of this brief report has been to illustrate that it is possible to extend the measurement of peptide interactions within a lipid bilayer by computer simulation into the lower-temperature gel phases. Very simple models of the WALP23 peptide within a DPPC membrane [26] were adopted, and a set of dissipative particle dynamics simulations were run, with the crosssectional area of the periodic box allowed to vary so as to maintain zero surface tension. Simulation efficiency was enhanced by umbrella sampling with respect to peptide separation, combined with parallel tempering (replica exchange) in temperature. The distributions obtained by umbrella sampling were combined using the WHAM algorithm. Phase transitions were shown clearly in the discontinuity of several properties of the bilayer, and were in accord with previous studies, making a small allowance for finite-size effects and the influence of the peptides on the bilayer. The peptides studied were shown to have a hydrophobic mismatch with the bilayer, causing a contraction of bilayer thickness in their vicinity. The interaction between the peptides was shown to be strongly oscillatory, due to packing of lipids in between them at short distances, and these oscillations persisted to larger separations in the lower-temperature gel phases. In principle, the resulting PMF can then be used to obtain a better understanding of membrane-mediated interactions [34] , and this could be the subject of a future study.
One potential limitation of these results is imposed by the finite size of the simulation box. The transverse linear dimensions in this work are of the order of 8-9 bead diameters; systems approximately twice or three times as wide have been used to study, respectively, the phase diagram and the PMF in the high-temperature phase [17, 19] . This means that the results, particularly at larger peptide separations, may be suspect. The compensating factor is that a large number of parallel runs could be undertaken for these relatively small systems, allowing a high degree of overlap between the distributions at neighbouring temperatures and separations. 
